This paper analyzes vulnerability and the tackling of the Covid-19 pandemic in 16 metropolitan territories of São Paulo and Baixada Santista, objects of a participatory research developed in 2020 through a multiple-case study, in light of the theoretical framework of vulnerability and human rights. Socioeconomic conditions are different between territories. Vulnerability to coronavirus infection and disease is related to individual, social and programmatic factors: information, perceptions and possibilities of protection; family/interpersonal coexistence, housing, work and violence; and access to healthcare and social programs. Solidarity networks, formed mainly by community associations and social movements, focus on overcoming hunger, generating income and accessing rights. For the social response, it is essential to recognize specific needs, powerful experiences and the centrality of the joint walk of individuals and collectives in each territory.
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Introduction

The Covid-19 pandemic exposes to the world and to Brazil social inequities and public health problems - a common feature of sanitary crises caused by epidemics in history\(^1\). It was predictable that the impact of coronavirus would be different between countries, cities and territories, as they have not only distinct, but unequal living conditions. Socioeconomic inequalities are not natural. Furthermore, they cannot be blamed on individuals or collectives, in a process of production of stigmas\(^2\) and denial of the State’s responsibility. Vulnerability is related to inequalities but not only to them, and regards an individual’s chances of getting ill or of getting protected\(^3\).

Urban inequalities in the tackling of Covid-19 have revealed the living conditions of individuals in territories with lack of resources, compared to territories with adequate housing and infrastructure, like hospitals, commerce, jobs, and transportation\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^5\). Segregation in urban spaces, a political-economic sovereignty project in the modern era, in which it is decided who can live or who will die\(^6\), is an explanatory factor for the denialism, arbitrariness and negligence that manage the pandemic in Brazil.

The country has been the target of a federal institutional policy for the dissemination of the virus, driven by economic recovery, with executive orders, obstruction to the responses of state and municipal governments, and propaganda against the Brazilian National Health System (SUS)\(^7\), exemplified by the spread of fake news\(^8\). The temporary suspension of the need to register deaths\(^9\), for example, shows how the interface between the sanitary conditions caused by the pandemic and the disrespect for human rights has hidden deaths.

The infection and disease caused by the new coronavirus are a challenge, given the incipience of specific protection measures, represented by vaccines, and the relevance of population-based strategies of isolation and social distancing, as well as general prevention strategies based on barriers and hygiene. There is not a specific and efficient therapy either; at the moment, care is limited to mitigating symptoms and providing life support.

This article aims to analyze vulnerability and ways of tackling the Covid-19 pandemic in metropolitan territories of São Paulo and Baixada Santista, objects of the research Inequalities and vulnerabilities in the Covid-19 epidemic: monitoring, analysis and recommendations\(^10\), in light of the theoretical framework of vulnerability and human rights\(^11\)\(^-\)\(^19\) due to its contribution to the understanding and transformation of social reality. By mediating the knowledge about the situation and the social response experiences of the participant populations in the context of this crisis, our study can be of interest to researchers and other urban peripheries.
Vulnerabilities and human rights

The idea that vulnerability should be considered in health was presented by Mann, Tarantola and Netter in 1992, for work with the AIDS epidemic. Relying on the relationship with social movements, they proposed a shift from the identification of risk groups and risk behavior to the identification of risk situation, contributing to combat the prejudice related to the disease of “the other”, the attribution of guilt on individuals, and the lack of preventive measures targeted at collectives. In 1996, human rights were incorporated into this notion.

In Brazil, vulnerability and human rights have been analyzed mainly by Ayres and collaborators and their findings have informed health policies and practices, including, for example, treatment of infectious diseases and training of professionals and activists to deal with different vulnerabilities and rights violations. The strong development of this framework in Brazil has possibly derived from factors related to social movements, collective health and social psychology, under constructionist perspectives.

Vulnerability amplifies the understanding beyond the traditional approaches of the natural history of a disease, which expresses the agent-host-environment triad and deals with the notion of risk – an epidemiology construction about the chance of infection by means of causal associations that uses the analytical method and accurately relates dependent and independent variables. Vulnerability searches for synthesis: instead of isolating elements, it approaches factors that influence experiences, considering their non-binary, non-unitary or non-stable character. Consequently, “vulnerability is not a characteristic of people; they are always vulnerable to something, in some degree and form, and at a certain point of time and space” (p. 134). Another aspect that pervades vulnerability is the relational condition, avoiding victimization and raising bilateral responsibility for a transformative action. Knowledge of vulnerability aims at a pragmatic action, coherent to public health practices like health promotion and disease prevention. The expected result is social response.

Vulnerability has three interrelated components: individual - the subject’s information and values; social - living conditions and social relations; and programmatic - access to programs, services and inputs. They are different dimensions of one single reality: in the same context, people and groups can invent different strategies of living.

Working with vulnerability in practice demands a universal commitment and specific proposals to each population, respecting the principles of effectivity, operability, progressiveness, and, mainly, the democratization of projects.

To achieve this, human rights are a positive milestone, contributing to public health and to the construction of the social response. Human rights - laws that regulate duties and attributions of the State and its citizens, and also claims of specific social groups, contribute to analyses of vulnerability that, instead of employing prescription, moralism and relativization, guide individual or collective actions in vulnerability situations.
However, the complex and controversial structure imposed by the Western society on the periphery of capitalism offers allegedly noble parameters for the understanding of individual and collective rights and, at the same time, fosters the production and maintenance of inequities. Thus, inequality in access to human rights – specifically, the fundamental rights to life, health and physical integrity - is a presupposition of the present study, which aims to investigate the struggle of the participant populations to find ways to survive the pandemic threat and the privations of the cities.

**Methodology**

The research Inequalities and vulnerabilities in the Covid-19 epidemic: monitoring, analysis and recommendations, carried out between April and December 2020, aimed to analyze processes and impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic and the operationalization of solidarity networks, considering inequalities and vulnerabilities.

It is a participatory research constructed through a multiple-case study in 16 urban metropolitan territories of São Paulo (cities of São Paulo, Diadema, Guarulhos, Osasco) and of Baixada Santista (city of Santos), state of São Paulo, Brazil. Box 1 presents the participant territories and social movements. The multiple-case study was chosen because it provides in-depth knowledge of these populations’ experiences of the pandemic, a characteristic that can contribute to the analysis of other urban peripheries.

**Frame 1. Characterization of the territories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Territory</th>
<th>Social Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>Heliópolis</td>
<td>União de Núcleos, Associações dos Moradores de Heliópolis e Região (UNAS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vila Mariana</td>
<td>Middle-class (MCVM) Associação Vila Mariana (Vila Mariana Association)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communities</td>
<td>Fórum de Comunidades Vila Clementino (Vila Clementino Communities Forum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vila São José</td>
<td>Programa Comunitário da Reconciliação (Reconciliação Community Program)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luz</td>
<td>A Craco Resiste (Cracolândia Resiste)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>É de Lei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fórum Mundaréu da Luz (Mundaréu da Luz Forum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jardim Helian</td>
<td>Residents’ association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vila Miguel Ignácio Curi</td>
<td>Leaderships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vila da Paz</td>
<td>Leaderships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The territory is a geopolitical space where material and immaterial living conditions are concretized. It is not homogeneous due to the unequal distribution of information, technique and science: there are dense, bright areas, and others that are almost empty, opaque.

Of the studied territories, 14 have housing conditions technically classified as subnormal clusters - the Communities, as the inhabitants call them. Vila Mariana, recognized as a middle-class neighborhood in the city of São Paulo, is also composed of small communities in vulnerable conditions. The name Luz was preferred by the researchers of the territory instead of Cracolândia (Crackland), a pejorative expression that justifies hygienist and authoritarian actions, although the study focuses on a part of Luz: the “flow” (the setting of drug use and exchange) and its borders. Thus, in this manuscript, the different territories are called Communities, Middle-Class Vila Mariana (MCVM) and Luz, respectively.

The research team was composed of 108 members, including 48 researchers of different disciplines from six campuses of the Federal University of São Paulo (Unifesp) and 60 scholarship holders (undergraduate and high school students and leaderships/inhabitants of the territories). Concerning participant research, we believe that the possibility of knowledge production in the relationship with others and their ways of life occurs “in act, in event, in the encounter” (p. 20). Due to this, we constituted research monitoring commissions (RMC) formed by university researchers, scholarship holders and representatives of local movements.
Due to the pandemic, the research meetings were online. The methodology demanded that the team be prepared to value different knowledges and forms of expression, to enter the territories guided by the RMC, respecting the local contexts, and to adopt personal protective equipment against Covid-19.

The field research had the outstanding participation of researchers who lived in the territories. Undergraduate and High School students and Unifesp researchers also participated in the field research, and were present in those spaces exclusively when the research instruments were administered and during feedback meetings.

For us to acquire in-depth knowledge of each case, the data production instruments included structured questionnaires with 80 questions, non-structured individual and collective in-depth interviews, participant observation of the empirical procedures, recorded in a field diary, a Covid-19 seroprevalence survey, and a nutritional survey. Box 2 presents a synthesis of the research instruments.

**Frame 2. Vulnerability research instruments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Structured questionnaires | Individual and sociodemographic characteristics, housing, work, income, unemployment, access to health and public policies, solidarity networks, food security, information and perceptions on Covid-19, protection, living together, leisure, education, use of substances, mental health. | Communities: 469  
MCVM: 39  
Luza: 193 |
| Non-structured interviews | Experiences and perceptions of risk, precaution, benefits, solidarity networks, mental health, use of substances, gender, domestic violence, income, food insecurity. | Individual interviews: 78  
Collective interviews: 5 |
| Participant observation | Dynamics of the territories; activities of the social movements. | Field diaries of 48 researchers |
random sample  
1st stage: 212  
2nd stage: 243  
Luza:  
Convenience sample  
1st stage: 64  
2nd stage: 80 |
| Nutritional survey | Foods (access, worry about food shortage, food shortage); meals (reduction in number, worsening of quality). | Vila São José: 329 |

Notes:  
*a*Adaptation in size and form to Luz.  
*b*Santos and MCVM did not participate in this survey.  
*EBIA* (Brazilian Food Insecurity Scale)\(^a\).  
Source: The authors.
The data were analyzed by the set of researchers in different arrangements: RMC of the territories, collectives of each campus, thematic groups, and encounters of the social movements. In this manuscript, we present the qualitative analysis, performed in thematic axes: violence, mental suffering, intensive use of substances, access to benefits, solidarity networks, vulnerability, risk, housing, income, meaning of prevention, and food insecurity.

Our commitment to the subjects who participated in data construction guided the interlocution about knowledge, products to tackle vulnerability, and recommendations of public policies, aiming at the synergy of the social response. The encounter of the social movements and solidarity networks of the different territories enabled the (re)cognition and potentialization of transformation actions, as well as moments of intersubjectivity and reflection, mediated by literature, music and audiovisual art, contributing to the analysis.

The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of Unifesp, process 31165120.7.0000.5505. The social movements expressed their consent to participate in the research.

Results and discussion

The results will be reported and analyzed based on vulnerability to the Covid-19 pandemic and its tackling in the territories.

“The world is different on this side of the bridge”

The living conditions of the populations are different in the three types of territories. The questionnaire data for the sociodemographic characterization of the individuals from MCVM show a higher proportion of whites and Asians compared to the Communities and also to Luz, which have a higher number of black and brown individuals (self-identified skin color, according to the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics for demographic census categories). In Luz, we observed the frequent presence of indigenous Latin American immigrants who worked at garment sweatshops and presented a higher number of positive tests for Covid-19. In the research, we investigated the population structure of each territory and found a higher age average at MCVM compared to the Communities and mainly to Luz. The number of women is a little higher than the number of men in MCVM and in the Communities. In Luz, cisgender men predominated and we observed a significant presence of transsexual women. The highest level of schooling was found among the respondents from MCVM, followed by the Communities and then by Luz. Concerning work, moving from MCVM to the Communities and then to Luz, we found a progressive increase in informal employment and, notably, in unemployment. As for use of the government’s emergency financial help and food programs, it was rare in MCVM compared to the Communities and to Luz; in the latter, there were more difficulties to access the benefits. Therefore, we found more favorable living conditions in MCVM compared to the Communities and, mainly, to Luz.
In the Communities, precarious housing, informal work, unemployment and lack of transportation characterize the living conditions, aggravated by the Covid-19 pandemic, with income loss for 87.3% of the 450 people who mentioned changes in their income. This situation expresses the perverse inclusion in this society, ruled by free market economics and lacking public policies articulated by the State to meet popular demands.

Historically, workers build their houses by their own means and organization and seek to fulfil their right to infrastructure, health and education, securing subsistence conditions on their own in the midst of social and urban inequalities, with consequences for health. The concentration of a large number of people, for example, hinders social distancing in cases of Covid-19 infection.

In the East Zone of the city of São Paulo, Jardim Helian is currently a consolidated and urbanized neighborhood, but it has problems that are typical of peripheries, like lack of a sewage system or waste collection in some areas. The presence of “bridge houses”, built over rivers, represents a risk situation for the territory, which, however, has an active residents’ association that fights for the maintenance of the Primary Care Unit. Vila Miguel Ignácio Curi, divided into lots in the 1980s, with 450 houses and 2,000 inhabitants, and its neighbor Vila da Paz, divided into lots in the 1990s, with 350 houses and 1,500 people, approximately, were self-built near the Itaquera subway station due to the availability of rail transport and, before that, road transport.

In the city of Santos, Alemoa, a neighborhood created in the 1860s in the Northwestern Zone, over an extensive mangrove, currently houses an industrial complex with yards and warehouses for containers used in cargo transportation in the Port of Santos. In one area of Vila Alemoa, there are 2,382 inhabitants and 793 families, including the occurrence of “bridge houses”, with 88 mud/wooden houses and 337 houses with open-air sewage. The Saboó neighborhood is located at the entrance to the city of Santos, on the margins of the Anchieta highway. In the center of Saboó lies Vila Pantanal, a slum where settlements began in the 1980s, without water and sewage system. The neighborhood is also affected by floods that take away the few possessions the families have.

Heliópolis, the largest community of the city of São Paulo, has an internal diversity, with distinct living conditions and exposures to risk situations. For this reason, UNAS divided the area in seven zones to provide support during the pandemic. The field diaries of the researchers show that, in the central zones, the constructions were larger and consolidated, the streets were wider and there was circulation of cars and many services. In contrast, in one of the more vulnerable zones, small brick houses neighbored others in narrow alleys, hindering even the passage of sunlight.

According to the questionnaires, during the pandemic, hunger increased in the Communities, with 79% in situation of food insecurity. In Vila São José, the nutritional survey showed that 5% of the 329 families faced hunger, 79% worried that they might face lack of food, 62% reported having eaten less than they would like to, 47% faced moderate and severe food and nutritional insecurity, and there was lack of food in 18% of the households.
The role of women in the social reproduction of life29 was important in all the Communities. Questionnaires and interviews showed a more unequal labor division due to the pandemic, regarding care of the children, including schooling, home maintenance, organization of the family’s food, and work outside the home.

In Osasco, the territories can be divided22 into Morro do Socó, with more vulnerable conditions, followed by Jardim Bandeiras, Portal do Oeste and Quitaúna. The first two are non-regulated invaded areas with precarious housing, without waste collection, sewage treatment or drinking water. In Socó there is severe risk of landslides when it rains - two children were buried in a landslide and died two years ago. Urban violence and violence against women and children were more noticed at Socó and Bandeiras. The predominance of female family heads29, with low employability among men due to criminal records and reports of children with nothing to eat, were more marked at Socó. In Portal do Oeste and Quitaúna, social housing was provided by a partnership with an international non-governmental organization and through the governmental program Minha Casa Minha Vida; therefore, the families have houses and more infrastructure, despite their low income.

Of the two territories of Guarulhos, Residencial Esplanada (Minha Casa Minha Vida), with approximately 3,000 inhabitants, is more vulnerable. There, domestic violence and gender violence emerged only when women were actively asked about these issues. We believe that this silence derives from different factors, mainly the fact that many families are headed by women29, with a significant number of lone mothers and women whose partners are in prison.

In the Communities, the support networks were headed mainly by black women29. In Eldorado, located in the city of Diadema, female members of social movements had an outstanding participation in the tackling of the Covid-19 pandemic. When they realized that families were facing difficulties deriving from unemployment, healthcare expenses, local absence of the government and because they were not receiving the emergency financial help, they organized actions and articulated solidarity networks to provide basic food and hygiene baskets, as well as information on how to avoid the coronavirus.

The analysis of Vila Mariana shows the heterogeneity within the neighborhood22. The participant Communities - Mário Cardim, Mangueira, Souza Ramos 1 and 2 and Madre Cabrini – are small, hidden among middle-class houses and buildings. A community leader that we interviewed mentioned that the communities resemble “Big Brother”, as everybody knows and takes care of everybody’s business, providing support during the pandemic, for example, but also controlling habits, aiming to avoid police violence. In MCVM there is no homogeneity, with different implications for possibilities of protection during the pandemic: most of the interviewees could adopt telework, but many had their income reduced or lost their jobs. The size of the homes is not an impediment to isolation, but loneliness emerged in a painful way, as well as difficulties in sharing the space with family members. Contents like violence or alcohol and drug use were veiled.
Luz is a “transitory” territory, according to the field diary of a local researcher. There are those who are in the “flow” and many people who are temporarily in the area for different jobs and services. The analysis of another diary reveals that the social distancing in the pandemic limited the possibility of asking for and performing informal jobs, which reduced incomes that were already insufficient. Paradoxically, during the first months of the pandemic, the emergency financial help represented, to some people, a higher income than the one they had before. The same occurred with food due to the distribution of basic baskets. However, as the pandemic progressed, the financial help and donations became rare. During the study, some research participants were sleeping on the street and others at shelters and hostels. Violence at Luz is significant, both violence against women, meaning an exchange for protection on the streets, and police/State violence, also intense, through gentrification in “Cracolândia”.

Thus, the analysis about opaque and bright spaces contributes to our study of similarities and differences between the areas, identifying everyday life, the situation of people and populations, and the possibilities of protection, care and solidarity.

“We want life as life wants it”

The meanings and possibilities of coronavirus prevention for people’s lives and experiences are also different between territories.

To begin with, access to information and, particularly, the understanding of such information and the chance of application are unequal, contributing to individual vulnerability. In MCVM, only 2.7% do not understand or cannot apply the prevention information and measures, compared to 29% in Luz and 30.2% in the Communities, according to the questionnaires. However, the observation showed that there was a greater distance between the protection practices that were mentioned and the ones that were performed, like the use of masks, in MCVM than in the Communities and in Luz. Concerning source of information, we found that the interviewees from the three groups trusted much more the health professionals and distrusted authorities, religious leaders, the media and the social networks.

Social and institutional relations - like marriage, family, domestic life and house maintenance, interactions with friends, boyfriends and girlfriends, studies, work, leisure, participation in neighborhood associations, and adherence to religions and churches - were varied. However, it was possible to notice a greater stimulus to leave the house, mainly in connection with work, in the Communities than in MCVM, where, on the other hand, more people mentioned performing leisure activities by themselves, displaying feelings of loneliness. We also noticed that activities considered essential but which required leaving the house, like going to the bank or accompanying a relative to a medical appointment, were not viewed by many interviewees as contrary to the isolation measures. The social relations were gradually adapted, with less restrictive habits in relation to the quarantine. In Luz, we identified proximity relationships between partners and friends from the “flow”, as well as the search for supporting points, but also difficulties in leaving the territory and staying in isolation, in case of Covid-19, considering that the initial offer - hostels - was viewed as a risk, due to the number of people in the same room.
Access to health services and programs decreases when we go from MCVM to the Communities and Luz, although the population of the latter mentioned they attend a Primary Care Unit. During the survey, we observed a demand for serological tests incompatible with the purpose of studying seroprevalence, both in the Communities and in Luz, motivated by the individuals' concern with their health. On these occasions, the participants defended that testing should be extended, as they consider it the population’s right. Even so, with the pandemic, care experiences (of the individuals themselves, of acquaintances or reported by the media) increased the positive perception about the SUS in all the groups, corroborating a research carried out by Rede Nossa São Paulo31.

Thus, programmatic vulnerability3,11-13 to Covid-19 infection14, conditioned by access to services, protection materials and hospitalization, when necessary, was much lower in Vila Mariana, higher in the Communities and, mainly, in Luz.

Social vulnerability3,11-13, in turn, is harder to compare between the types of territories: on the one hand, the Communities experience relations of greater proximity and control, compared to the isolation experienced in MCVM. On the other hand, work relations are more precarious in the Communities than in MCVM. In Luz, violence in interpersonal and institutional relationships is significant, including violation of human rights18 by government forces, like the removal of documents and belongings, which produces impacts on protection against the coronavirus and also on access to benefits17, among others.

The analysis of the individual component of vulnerability3,11-13 showed that people from the different territories have similar perceptions regarding lack of trust in the information sources related to the government - perhaps a protective attitude in view of the risks represented by the propaganda against public health7 and by the systematic and institutional fake news8. The greatest difference between the territories lies in accessing and being able to apply the information, in relation to the limits of meaning to their lives3,11-13,27,30. It was possible to see that, in MCVM, the respondents filtered more the answers they gave to the researchers, compared to the Communities and especially to Luz, where, as they gradually became less concerned about what the researcher would think, the bond and exchange between the participants and team members increased24.

“All we have is us”32

The research occurred jointly with the studied populations; it did not merely investigated them16,24.

The urgent needs amplified in the pandemic, like income loss and food insecurity, demanded the immediate organization of support networks, with the relevant participation of organized social movements and community leaderships with previous action in the territories. In addition, new initiatives and partnerships were developed, motivated by the economic-sanitary crisis.
Three types of solidarity networks emerged: primary, constituted by the family and by friendship and neighborhood relationships; socio-community, integrated by multiple organizations in the territory; and public sectoral, formed by specialized services resulting from the State’s action through public policies. In the Communities and in Luz, the primary and socio-community networks predominated. In the networks, enabling access to food was the most common objective; in some territories, there was the specificity of the search for income generation. This is the case of Osasco, in which the university was involved in this objective. In Luz, social movements and churches had an active participation. In MCVM, some interviewees participated in support actions, mainly individual donations, or in actions promoted by entities.

To the researchers who lived in the territories, the experience of the study enabled to unveil unequal vulnerability situations present in the same space, producing a shift in the focus, a factor relevant to the attitude of anyone who conducts research. The invisibility of these situations was perceived by them as a factor for vulnerability, and the production of networks as a way of enabling transformations.

The networks focused on guaranteeing survival and rights, and few presented long-term projects. Lack of public support led to a progressive reduction of their actions during the pandemic, increasing fear and insecurity, aggravated by the end of the federal financial help, a concern that was emphasized by the participants.

Three encounters were held between the territories from September to November 2020, with the purpose of presenting and discussing problems and actions to tackle vulnerabilities, analyzing difficulties and strengths, and searching for thematic and strategic convergences. Approximately 35 people participated in each encounter, including representatives of social movements and Unifesp students and professors.

Among the resulting exchanges, we highlight: guidance to access the emergency financial help; sale of works of art to pay the rent; distribution of basic food baskets, masks and provision of information on Covid-19 prevention; support to the construction of community projects for participation in public notices; mobilization to press local authorities to reduce electricity rates; popular organization to struggle for housing; production and dissemination of local data about the pandemic; union and strengthening of solidarity networks in neighborhoods; assistance to female victims of violence; free psychological support and social work.

In addition, elements of individual and collective vulnerability to Covid-19 infection were identified, related to housing, employment and income, lack of leisure and public policies for youths, limited access to the Internet, and the different faces of violence. Approaching these issues through the voice of those who experience them constituted a path to enhance the understanding and the conditions to tackle the pandemic, aiming at support or resources to face vulnerabilities. We sought to strengthen a solidarity network between the territories and the continuity of its articulation.
The effort undertaken in order to shorten the distance between the different actors of the research does not derive only from the engagement of people who make science in a socially committed way, but also from the need to understand what cannot be analyzed only in cabinets. Therefore, the encounter between knowledges originated from scientific practice and from ways of struggling for life fosters intersectional spaces that conjugate social and cognitive values, contributing to the construction of problems and of knowledge.

One of the challenges of the research, motivated by the social commitment to the participants, was the collective creation of a set of products with informative and educational contents to be distributed and shared in the territories: a) a leaflet about the use of masks in establishments that sell food and beverages; b) four editions of wheatpaste posters about the theme domestic violence; c) a video entitled Studying in the pandemic, based on a virtual conversation between High School students from different territories about the experience of online classes in public schools; e) a MegaZine entitled Territories - eyes open against inequalities, which exemplifies the consideration of themes chosen in the encounters of the support networks.

In 12 pages measuring 15 cm x 10.5 cm that mix texts and comic strips, MegaZine approaches available benefits, the reopening of shops and bars, return to the workplace and use of public transport, procedures in cases of domestic violence, pandemic statistics, and sources of information on recovery of possession and State violence. Figure 1 presents a photograph of the cover.

---

Figure 1. Photograph of the cover of MegaZine.
Source: Furtado, 2021
Finally, the study produced collective formulations about public policies in the worked themes, in relation to human rights, targeted at the tackling of the Covid-19 pandemic and directed at the government. Such recommendations are being disseminated by the research group and developed in each territory jointly with the social movements, as a product of the research.

Evaluating the effectiveness of the developed actions is not the objective of the present manuscript. However, the adoption of the principles of democratization and operationality during the development of the research enables us to consider that its encounters, knowledge and products allowed us to analyze vulnerability situations in the territories and, also, to identify and plan ways to tackle them, grounded on human rights, thus contributing to the social response.

Conclusions

The Covid-19 pandemic brings situations of exposure to the populations that inhabit the urban metropolitan territories of São Paulo and Santos, articulating the axes of vulnerability - individual, social and programmatic -, revealing and aggravating inequality. The solidarity networks developed by the social movements and other actors of each territory are very powerful due to the formulation of proposals and actions, as well as to the strengthening of bonds. However, this action depends not only on engagement, but also on support, mainly from the State, which is decreasing as the pandemic advances. The action of these networks does not mean that it is possible to exempt the State from its responsibility.

In fact, the knowledge that emerges from the articulation of communities to tackle the pandemic is central to understand how survival is possible despite the (dis)articulation of the State, in which the main victim is the peripheral population, be it in distant areas of the country or in the downtown zones of large cities. The action requires social mobilization and construction of public policies that interact with this reality.

In the midst of the serious sanitary, political, socioeconomic and humanitarian crisis that we are undergoing, the path is crooked. It requires the identification of trails, the recognition of specific needs for the route, and the joint walk of subjects and collectives. Our study can benefit not only the participant populations, but also other metropolitan territories, in the present time and in future moments of history, as it amplifies the understanding of vulnerabilities to the Covid-19 pandemic and enables possibilities of transformation of the reality, by means of the sharing and analysis of social response experiences.
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Este artigo analisa a vulnerabilidade e o enfrentamento à pandemia de Covid-19 em 16 territórios metropolitanos de São Paulo e da Baixada Santista (São Paulo, Brasil), objetos de pesquisa participante desenvolvida por estudo de casos múltiplos, sob o referencial teórico da vulnerabilidade e dos direitos humanos, em 2020. As condições socioeconômicas são distintas entre os territórios. A vulnerabilidade à infecção e à doença pelo coronavírus é relacionada a fatores individuais, sociais e programáticos: informações, percepções e possibilidades de proteção; convivência familiar/interpessoal, moradia, trabalho e violência; e acesso a cuidados de saúde e programas sociais. As redes de solidariedade, formadas principalmente por associações comunitárias e movimentos sociais, enfocam superar a fome, gerar renda e acessar direitos. Para a resposta social, é fundamental reconhecer as necessidades específicas, as experiências potentes e a centralidade do caminhar conjunto de sujeitos e coletivos em cada território.
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